As the marketing landscape continues to evolve, so must the processes and the people involved. Marketing is no longer a series of projects and campaigns; it is now an ongoing process of learning and engagement. Data has long played a role in efforts to drive business growth and reach new and existing customers. While marketers have been applying data in various forms for some time, the rise in using a blend of tools and technologies has changed the game. Brands and agencies are now equipped with a wealth of transactional data that provide a rich, in-depth profile about each individual customer. This data helped answer the four w’s of marketing—the who, what,
where and when: who buys, what they are buying, where they buy and when they buy.

A data-driven enterprise allows information to move freely and consistently across all channels. Businesses who have gained better traction in the competitive marketplace embrace a data-centric culture with the integration of the fifth “w”—the why. To correlate the why, marketers tame the proliferation of information (or big data) and combine it with insights on their target audience, which provides a more comprehensive view on trends that can’t be observed, such as intentions, preferences and motivations.

In a joint effort to demonstrate the role of insights at major corporations around the world, the Boston Consulting Group, Yale School of Management and industry research firm Cambriar partnered together to study nearly 650 companies representing more than 90 industry sectors in 2015. To date, companies found greater satisfaction with the integration of market research insights than with big data analytics (Figure 1). In their corporate mission statements, almost all companies that answered the survey mentioned understanding and meeting the needs of their customers, and the study reveals that a large majority of executives credited market research with contributing materially to their company’s financial performance and growth.

The PPAI 2017 Buyer Study was designed to understand the role of promotional products among buyers. The study was first published in 2014 and updated in 2016 by an independent market research firm, Relevant Insights. In June, PPAI Research launched the latest edition to the series using a third-party panel provided by Worldwide MR, an established market research supplier with an extensive portfolio in over 80 countries and with thoroughly vetted panelists that meet ESOMAR 28 standards. The study included two separate quantitative surveys sent to marketers at leading brands and agencies across the U.S. to update and expand key buyer insights, in order to reveal:

- WHO buys
- WHAT they buy
- WHERE they buy
- WHEN they buy, and
- WHY they buy promotional products

**WHO**

Insights were gathered from more than 400 decision makers weighted equally between U.S. brands and agencies. Results were filtered to only represent qualified decision makers in a media buying role and possessing an awareness of promotional products. A four-percent net incidence rate indicates that 96 percent of marketers surveyed buy promotional products.

Sixty percent of brands were classified as B2B with the remaining 30 percent indicating B2C as their primary economic sector. Creative services (51%), account management (48%) and brand strategy (44%) were among the top services provided by participating agencies. Thirty-five percent of companies were located in the South, 23 percent in the Northeast, 22 percent in the West and 20 percent in the Midwest, all representing a wide range of industries (Figure 2; see Figure 4 for demographics).

Nearly half (48%) of brands indicated that the promotional product budget and buying authority is handled within each department and 80 percent of brands reported additional departments outside the marketing team that included promotional products within their company initiatives (Figure 3).

Sixty-three percent of brands indicated their Sales team buys promotional products, along with the Operations (44%) and Research (41%) departments. Correspondingly, agencies were asked which departments their clients represented, and Sales (45%), Marketing (34%) and IT (29%) were among the most mentioned departments. Twenty-five percent indicated Operations and 24 percent revealed HR, Administrative and Executive clients. Research (22%), Finance (21%) and Procurement (18%) were other recognized departments.
Like most industries, the promotional products industry has its own set of terms and definitions that are used to describe the diverse scope of roles that promotional products fulfill. What that looks like to buyers will help translate how brands and agencies view promotional products and the value they serve today. Both brands and agencies share similar views on what promotional products mean to them, with samples leading the list with 57 percent of buyers, on average (Figure 5).

The quality (73%) and type of promotional product (63%) were leading factors influencing purchases among buyers. More than half (55%) considered cost, while 38 percent preferred products made in the U.S. One in three buyers preferred eco-friendly promotional products and 24 percent considered the importance of product safety compliance.
**WHERE**

Historically, marketers followed a more formal buying process, relying solely on a salesperson to guide them through the decision-making process. The roles have reversed since then and today’s buyers lead the charge already armed with their wants and needs. On average, more than half of buyers will use between two and three sources to purchase promotional products (59%) accessed through a variety of channels. While 15 percent of brands reported their agency as the go-to resource for promotional products, 36 percent use agencies as one of their options, as marketers at both brands and agencies now have a more diverse range of buying options than ever before (Figure 6), whether it be a company with a wide range of services including promotional products, or one specializing in a particular product type. Although 50 percent of brands and 66 percent of agencies use a distributor, 38 percent of buyers indicated distributors as their main source for promotional products. Similarly, 54 percent of brands and 53 percent of agencies use full-service companies with a promotional products division, with 30 percent buying with full service agencies that have a promotional products division. In today's tech-disrupted marketplace, more and more buyers are opting to go directly online (59%). Sixty percent of Millennials indicated that they prefer to order online, versus 53 percent of Baby Boomers.

In the past year, 39 percent selected a vendor they have not used before, and both brands and agencies believe in-person meetings provide the most optimal setting for selecting a new source for promotional products (Figure 7). Brands are more likely to issue a request for proposal (RFP) than jump on the phone, unlike some agency buyers; however, both agreed on email as a leading option to communicate with potential vendors.

**WHEN**

Agencies reported 43 percent of their work as project-based, which describes an as-needed buying process; however, the rapidly evolving marketplace creates a steep learning curve for brands, and many opt toward relying on an agency of record (AOR) to handle all their advertising needs. Agencies indicated the majority of their clients (49%) use this partnership model, revealing an ongoing supply and demand when buying advertising. Promotional products often or even regularly get considered in new marketing initiatives by 68 percent brands and 62 percent of agencies (Figure 8). Brands and agencies consider networking events at any scale, whether a trade show or conference, as the best time to use promotional products. One in two buyers uses promotional products in business meetings or their sales presentations and 47 percent include promotional products in direct mail. Forty-five percent hand out promotional products at social events and 42 percent use them in retail.

**WHY**

The past decade has introduced countless new options for marketers, and deciding which advertising channels to use for which purposes is a critical element of business strategy. In fact, David Sealey, head of digital consulting at Consolidated Analysis Centers International (CACI), compiled a list of advertising channels in June and tallied 126 total available options. As this number increases, the cost, time and effort in gathering the information needed to make the right choice also increase. Understanding how and why buyers make their decisions can help better define where promotional products stand in the marketing mix.

Brands were asked to identify the most important factor they use in deciding what to include in the marketing mix and cost came in at the top of the list at 41 percent. Comparing the return on investment between their options was the second most important dynamic in the buying process, favored by 26 percent of brands. The complexity of the buying process (14%) and ability to track the campaign (13%) were also factors considered when choosing the best marketing strategies. Overall, 67 percent of buyers credit promotional products with contributing to the success in reaching their marketing
goals, and found promotional products have the ability to regularly engage with their customers (54%) in a way that’s distinctive to the medium (51%). Buyers and agencies also acknowledged the cost-effective benefits of promotional product, such as their flexibility to easily fit budget parameters (36%) and the bonus exposure provided with no extra charge (27%).

Ninety-six percent of buyers believe promotional products are an effective form of advertising, with 36 percent indicating extreme effectiveness, 48 percent moderately effective and 12 percent slightly effective. Buyers commonly use promotional products to increase brand awareness (63%) and recognition (61%); however, many found promotional products most effective in strategies involving a direct response, such as sparking word-of-mouth (90%), prompting reviews (91%) and even gaining new customers (89%) as shown in Figure 9.

Buyers of promotional products do not limit their purpose exclusively for marketing strategies, 95 percent indicated that they are used within the company. Promotional products are popularly used to enhance brand image (58%) by providing items that can be taken home, such as corporate apparel, as well as to heighten brand identity (56%), with logged items that can be used or placed at the workplace. Employee relations through special events, such as signage or decorations, are more common with 42 percent of brand buyers using promotional products compared to 34 percent of agency buyers. Corporate programs provide promotional products as an accessory for members within a particular group, indicated by 39 percent of brands opposed to 30 percent of agencies. Promotional products used to motivate a specific action (31%), acknowledge anniversaries (30%) and communicate non-marketing messages (30%) are also common uses internally among buyers.

WHAT NEXT?

Much like the evolving marketing landscape reshaping companies and strategies, so are the roles that
92% of brands said a data and analytics role in the C-suite would influence marketing strategy. (n=131)
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lead the effort. There was a time when there were only two C-level positions in most companies: the chief executive officer and the chief financial officer. Over time, new roles have been introduced in response to a game-changing disruption in the marketplace. When technology came to the forefront, the chief information officer role was introduced. When a renewed emphasis on human assets became a high management priority, the chief people officer position was created. The past several years have seen a pronounced emphasis on data and its potential to help organizations function more effectively and today, more and more companies identify data and analytics as the new source of strategic insight and competitive advantage. To no surprise, the latest game changer in the marketplace is welcomed with additional seats at the big table. In fact, a stunning 66 percent of brands report their company has plans to or currently has an appointed data or analytics role in their C-suite.

The evolution from chief information officer to chief data officer to chief analytics officer is a direct indicator of a shift in priorities that will drive businesses in entirely new ways. Once the byproduct of an organization’s core functions, data is now curated to hold a more strategic position feeding insight across all enterprise functions and moving the power of data into the hands of key decision makers. Ninety-two percent of brands observed this role influencing marketing strategy, 62 percent of which felt more strongly it indicated a great influence. The change in direction unlocks the need for leaders in every sector to join in the game—including marketers. Agencies are taking notice as 95 percent agreed on the importance of providing analytic capabilities.

When asked how agencies saw their clients approaching their marketing planning in 2017, 62 percent said they anticipate an increase to their budget, while 32 percent believe there would be no changes, and only six percent expect their clients to make cuts. In contrast, when brands were asked how they would allocate their dollars in 2017, 35 percent stated they would increase their budget toward promotional products, compared to 58 percent toward market research.

Promotional products have come a long way, yet in a constantly evolving marketplace, the question we must ask is, “Can we do more?” Recently data trackers have come under fire for being too costly, slow and for delivering unreliable data—and while technology to track product usage is still in its early stages and therefore expensive, 62 percent of brands said they would invest between six and 20 percent more in their overall budget if and when a tracking technology was offered to them (Figure 10).

Until then, tracking methods can still be offered during an existing stage in the buying process and that sits at the heart of what makes a promotional product promotional. The message that links your client to their desired audience offers a powerful opportunity to track ROI. Including a call to action in your clients’ design, such as a hashtag, custom website address, vanity toll-free numbers or QR codes, offers tangible evidence to track campaign results. But when asked about the designs used in the past year, these key tracking methods fell to a lower percentage (highlighted in Figure 11), with the majority of brands indicating their name and logo as standard.

As more and more practitioners adopt data-driven marketing at the core of their business goals and strategies, many struggle to communicate their insights effectively—essentially, telling the story of their numbers. Remaining competitive requires the ability to make constant course corrections and staying ahead of this developing trend, and providing fresh new ways to track and measure their campaign. If we don’t offer ways to give them data, they will buy an advertising medium that will.